Graduation Cap Money Card
Stamp Sets:

A Fitting Occasion #127047 (wood) #127049 (clear)
Teeny Tiny Wishes #115370 (wood) #127802

Ink:

Jet Black StazOn Ink Pad #101406

Card Stock:

Basic Black #121045
Whisper White #100730
Summer Starfruit #126839
2012-2014 In Color Designer Series Paper Stock #126910

Accessories: Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine #113439
Typeset Alphabet Bigz Dies #127553
Simply Scored Scoring Tool #122334
Simply Scored Diagonal Plate #125586
1 ¼” Scallop Circle Punch #119861
1” Circle Punch #119868
½” Circle Punch #119869
Summer Starfruit 3/8” Stitched Satin Ribbon #126846
3/8” Basics Glimmer Brads #121003
Linen Thread #104199
Paper-Piercing Tool #126189
Multi-Purpose Liquid Glue #110755
Stampin’ Trimmer #126889
Snail Adhesive #104332
Glue Dots #103683
Bone Folder #102300
Paper Snips #103579
White copy paper (non-Stampin’ Up!)
Cutting Dimensions:
Basic Black Card Stock

---

Whisper White Card Stock

---

Designer Paper
Summer Starfruit Card Stock
Ribbon
Linen Thread
White Copy Paper

-----------

9 ¾” x 4 ¼” score at 5 ½”
1 ¼” Scallop Circle
½” Circle
5 ¼” x 4”
2 7/8” x 2 7/8”
4”x 4” scored @ 1 7/8” (diagonally all four corners)
1 ¼” x 1 ¾” (cut 4) + scrap
8”
4 ½”
1 ¼” x 1 ¼”

Assembly Instructions: (It’s helpful to read through all instructions before beginning.)
1. Place Basic Black card stock (9 ¾” x 4 ¼”) onto the Simply Scored Diagonal Plate so that
the 9 ¾” edge is at the top edge of the Scoring Plate and the smaller scored section is
lined up along the left edge of the Scoring Plate. Score diagonally at 2 1/8”. Flip card
stock to the back side and score at 2 1/8” again. This piece is the card base.
2. Mark the center point of the smaller scored section of the card at 2 1/8” with a small pencil
mark. Use the Paper Trimmer to cut at 2 1/8” diagonally at the top of the card to create a
point.
3. Fold along all score lines, creasing with a Bone Folder.
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4. For the tassel: Fold the stitched satin ribbon in half and then tie an overhand knot very
close to the folded end. Cut along one edge of the satin ribbon between the first white
stitched line and the outside edge all the way up to the knot. Snip this narrow edge off at
the top. Begin pulling the strands of the ribbon apart until it no longer frays. Trim the
opposite edge off at the top near the knot. Do this for both tails of ribbon.
5. Use the Paper-Piercing Tool to pierce the center of the ½” Basic Black Circle and insert
brad. Position the top folded edge of the ribbon in the center of the small diagonal square
on the card base. Use Paper-Piercing Tool to pierce through the center point of the small
diagonal square on the card base. While holding into place, insert the brad and ½” basic
black card stock circle and attach to the card base.
6. Adhere the Whisper White card stock square to the smaller scored section of the Basic
Black card base with SNAIL Adhesive (leave approx. 1/8” black border around all edges).
7. Score the Designer Paper at 1 7/8” diagonally on all four sides with the Simply Scored
Diagaonal Plate. Snip the four small triangles formed by the score lines using Paper Snips.
8. Fold designer paper along score lines, adhere three flaps with Liquid Glue to form a square
envelope. Fold the remaining flap toward the back side of the envelope and adhere the
flap with SNAIL Adhesive. Adhere the Envelope to the small Whisper White square with
SNAIL Adhesive.
9. Stamp “congratulations” circle image onto scrap of Summer Starfruit card stock and
punch out using the 1” Circle Punch. Layer onto the 1 ¼” Basic Black Scallop Circle with a
Glue Dot. Layer onto the front of mini envelope with two Glue Dots.
10. Rub the bone folder over the copy paper until it begins to curl, then roll into small diploma
and tie with Linen Thread. Adhere to center of the scalloped circle with Glue Dots.
11. Use pencil to mark the 2” center point of one end of the Whisper White card stock (5 ¼” x
4”), and then mark the two side edges at 2” as well. Use the Paper Trimmer to cut
diagonally to create a point.
12. Stamp “happy graduation” sentiment in Black StazOn at the top edge of the Whisper
White layer, be sure to leave room to sign the card so it doesn’t show when the card is
closed.
13. To create the striped edge, trim 1/8” off the bottom edge of the Whisper White card stock
twice, then trim ½” from the bottom edge. Discard one of the 1/8” strips.
14. Adhere the large pointed white layer to the inside of the Basic Black card base with SNAIL
Adhesive, leaving a 1/8” Basic Black border at both sides and upper edge. Use Liquid Glue
to adhere 1/8” Whisper White card stock strip below the first Whisper White layer leaving
approx. 1/16” space between the two. Then adhere the ½” strip below that with SNAIL
Adhesive.
15. Die-cut the numbers from Summer Starfruit card stock using the Big Shot Die-Cutting
Machine and Typeset Alphabet Bigz Dies. Sandwich as follows (from bottom to top):
Cutting Pad
Die
Card Stock (position over desired numbers)
Cutting Pad
16. Adhere the numbers to the card with Liquid Glue.
Your card is finished…Enjoy!

Order online anytime 24/7 at www.jillfranchett.stampinup.net
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